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ABSTRACT
Contagion processes are strongly linked to the network struc-
tures on which they propagate, and learning these structures
is essential for understanding and intervention on complex
network processes such as epidemics and (mis)information
propagation. However, using contagion data to infer network
structure is a challenging inverse problem. In particular, it
is imperative to have appropriate measures of uncertainty
in network structure estimates, however these are largely
ignored in most machine-learning approaches. We present
a probabilistic framework that uses samples from the distri-
bution of networks that are compatible with the dynamics
observed to produce network and uncertainty estimates. We
demonstrate the method using the well known independent
cascade model to sample from the distribution of networks
P(G) conditioned on the observation of a set of infections C .
We evaluate the accuracy of the method by using the mar-
ginal probabilities of each edge in the distribution, and show
the benefits of quantifying uncertainty to improve estimates
and understanding, particularly with small amounts of data.
1 INTRODUCTION
Contagion phenomena, whether information flow, cascad-
ing power grid failures or disease epidemics, are inherently
linked to the network structure on which they propagate.
Often, we observe dynamics without knowledge of the un-
derlying network structure; either because it is unobservable
or because the dynamics are easier or cheaper to record than
the underlying network. For example, it may be difficult
to observe social structure as connections, like friendships,
may are invisible or ill-defined. However, dynamics on these
networks often are observable; for example, people posting
the same ‘meme’, buying the same product or sharing the
same link. This spatio-temporal information is inherently
linked to the underlying network structure and can be used
to reconstruct and predict paths of information flow. Recon-
struction of the network from these observations can help to
understand how network structure interacts with dynamics
and to predict or control the information flow.
Here, we address the problem of inferring network struc-
ture from observations of information diffusion, accounting
for the inherent uncertainties that arise in inference and data
observations. To achieve this we utilise Bayesian methods
that quantify uncertainty to better understand and utilise
network predictions.
There are many sources of uncertainty in social networks.
These networks are often dynamic and difficult to observe,
and there has been significant effort to improve network esti-
mates from noisy and missing data [5, 14, 24, 25, 35]. The use
of an indirect observation, such as dynamics on the network,
increase the uncertainty in the network estimates. When we
can only achieve an estimate of the network through the lens
of the cascade processes it is important to consider the uncer-
tainty in the cascade dynamics, e.g., missing data, incorrect
time recordings, as well as heterogeneity in observability.
Probabilistic techniques are ideal to solve problems and
generate insights in this context as they explicitly include
such uncertainties. In this paper, we develop a probabilistic
approach to the network inference problem of learning the
underlying network structure from information cascades.
We beginwith thewell-known independent cascademodel
of information propagation [23] and develop a Bayesian infer-
ence method based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)
to infer links between individuals. We seek a distribution of
graphs that can facilitate the observed cascades to not only
find good estimates of the underlying graph, but also use
the knowledge of the underlying distribution to facilitate in-
formed decision making and promote further understanding
of the uncertainties in these processes.
The method samples from P(G |C): the distribution of net-
works P(G) conditioned on the observation of a set of infec-
tions C . Point estimates and associated uncertainty about
the existence of edges can then be obtained. By quantify-
ing the uncertainty, estimates can be obtained with small
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amounts of data, and known information about edges can
be easily incorporated.
We demonstrate the method using the independent cas-
cade model; however, it can easily be extended to any cascade
model where the likelihood of a cascade can be evaluated
for a given network. We show that Bayesian techniques
can produce estimates when simulating only limited data
where other methods, such as NETINF [17] can not produce
a result. The method outperforms the baseline for synthetic
and real world networks.
The main contributions of this paper are the development
of a probabilistic technique to sample from the distribution
of underlying graphs in order to recover network structure
and to provide uncertainty quantification that can be used
to inform decisions and understand the interaction between
spreading process and network structures.
2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
The network inference problem is an active area of research
that aims to infer the links or transmission probabilities
using both model and model-free inference. Only recently
have the uncertainties in these types of estimates begun
to be quantified.
There is a significant body of work on inferring informa-
tion about the underlying network structure from observa-
tions of information diffusion. These methods are largely
based in a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) or expec-
tation maximisation (EM) frameworks with a variety of op-
timisation strategies employed to find a good estimate of
the network structure.
A seminal work on network inference is the well known
NETINF algorithm that uses submodular optimisation to in-
fer the underlying graph structure. Numerous extensions
incorporate prior information about the underlying graph
structure such as sparsity, motif frequency, community struc-
ture, etc [21, 38, 41]. Many of these are ad-hoc extensions
to include prior information. Additionally, algorithms have
been developed to infer the strength of connections in a net-
work [3, 16], understanding the heterogeneous influence of
edges on different topics [21, 30, 44] and derive bounds on
the reliability of the methods [34].
We require a general probabilistic framework for infer-
ence that incorporates uncertainty. Bayesian methods can
provide this framework to infer distributions and quantify
uncertainty, as well as include prior information about the
network structure and cascade process.
Bayesian inference of networks from observation of net-
work dynamics emerged in the the stochastic epidemic lit-
erature to recover parameters of underlying network mod-
els, e.g., the underlying parameter p of a Bernoullli random
graph, in addition to the epidemiological model parameters
[4, 12]. More recently, the benefits of Bayesian techniques
to quantify uncertainty in networks, often due to collection
methods, have been identified [35, 36]. This extends natu-
rally to the use of these methods in the estimation of the
network structure and its properties from the observation
of dynamics on the network.
Embar et al. propose a Bayesian framework for estimating
properties of the network, e.g., edge strengths as well as cas-
cade properties, e.g., propagation trees [13]. Other Bayesian
approaches of network inference aim to infer the underlying
network when the exact infection time is unknown in both
standard and online algorithms [29, 39, 40]. Additionally,
some approaches based on MLE use Bayesian techniques at
intermediate steps to improve results [8]. Only recently have
Bayesian techniques have been introduced to quantify the un-
certainty of network structure inference from observation of
dynamics [11, 15, 37, 43]. Ghalebi et al. highlight the need for
general probabilistic frameworks for inference problems and
propose the algorithm DYFERENCE that samples edge and
node probabilities in an online algorithm for dynamic net-
work inference [15]. Peixoto [37] recently proposed the most
closely related work in an algorithm designed to jointly re-
construct network structure and community labels assuming
a stochastic block model structure and highlights the benefits
of recovering the full posterior distribution of networks.
It is worth noting that Bayesian methods are extensively
used in sampling exponential random graphmodels (ERGMs)
and fitting coefficients of motifs to observed networks [6, 7,
31]. Fitting ERGMs can be extended to the network infer-
ence problem by observing information cascades instead of
observing an existing network to infer ERGM coefficients.
3 GRAPH MCMC FOR THE NETWORK
INFERENCE PROBLEM
The network inference problem aims to learn the structure
of an underlying network from the observation of transmis-
sions over the network. A set of these transmissions is a
cascade and could be an information cascade, where individ-
uals are transmitting information, or an infection cascade
where individuals are contracting disease from their contact
networks. On a given underlying graph G = (N ,E) with
node set N and edge set E, a cascade is a series of time or-
dered events where a node i ∈ N becomes “activated", by one
of its neighbours j, where (i, j) ∈ E. We observe a sequence,
n1, . . . ,nk of activated nodes and their time of activation
t1, . . . , tk . However, we do not observe the parent of the
transmission; that is, we can not observe who infected node
i , only the time they were infected.
This leads to the following problem. Given a set of cascades
C = c1, c2, ..., ck , where ci = {t1, t2, t3, ...}i is the infection
2
times of the nodes in cascade i , what is the underlying graph
G on which the process was observed?
Here we are interested in the distribution over all graphs
that could have produced the observed cascades C . That
is, we are interested in recovering P(G |C). Directly recov-
ering this distribution is infeasible for graphs with more
than a handful of nodes as the dimension of the distribu-
tion increases exponentially. Instead, we draw samples from
this distribution using Bayesian methods and use these to
recover the most probable network structures and a mea-
sure of their probability.
3.1 Transmission Model
We use the independent cascade (IC) model of information
diffusion on the edges of G, analogous to the SI model in
epidemiology. The IC model [23] assumes that every node u
independently infects its neighbour v with some probability
β of success. Originally proposed as a discrete time model,
we use the continuous time extension [17]. Each node u
attempts infection of inactive neighbour v after some time
∆u,v , so tv = tu + ∆u,v .
We define P(u,v |c) = P(tv = tu+∆u,v |c, tu ) to be the prob-
ability density of the time node v will be activated by node u
given the activation time tu and the cascade sequence. We as-
sume here that this depends only on the times of activations
of the two nodes. However, this can be altered to include
other characteristics like the degree of nodes, the importance
of friendship (u,v), properties of the node or the content of
the message being spread. There is evidence of both expo-
nential and power-law distributed waiting times for conta-
gion spread [2, 32, 33] and either can be incorporated in the
proposed method. We demonstrate the method using the
exponential distribution for the time between activations:
P(u,v |c) = exp(−∆u,v/α), (1)
for some parameter α . For simplicity we use α = 1 for syn-
thetic datasets.
The model assumes that only one nodeu actually activates
node v despite the possibility of multiple active neighbours.
Therefore, the resulting cascades are a tree. We choose the
continuous time independent cascade model to demonstrate
the MCMC method as it is simple, well studied and captures
much of the dynamics of information flow. However, the
method described below can be extended to other diffusion
models, such as epidemiological models, discrete time IC
models or Hawkes process models [20], where the likeli-
hood can be evaluated.
3.2 Likelihood
We require the likelihood of the set of cascadesC given some
underlying graph G. We use a similar derivation as in [17].
First consider that cascades propagate via a tree so each
node will have a single parent. Each possible tree is a disjoint
outcome for the cascade on the graph, so,
P(c |G) =
∑
T ∈T(G)
P(c,T |G), (2)
where T(G) is the set of all possible trees and P(c,T |G) is
the probability cascade c travels through tree T on graph G.
Consider the likelihood that the cascade c in graph G =
(V ,E) propagated in the tree T = (VT ,ET ). At each edge
the cascade propagated with probability β and stopped with
probability 1 − β , giving:
P(c,T |G) = P(T |G)P(c |T ,G)
P(c,T |G) =
∏
(u,v)∈ET
β
∏
u ∈V ,(u,x )∈E\ET
1 − β
∏
(u,v)∈ET
P(u,v |c)
= βq(1 − β)r
∏
(u,v)∈ET
P(u,v |c), (3)
where q is the number of edges over which the cascade
propagated, q = |ET | = VT − 1 , and r is the number of
edges in the graph that the cascade did not pass through.
Mathematically, r =
(∑
u ∈VT dout (u)
) − q, where dout (u) is
the out-degree of node u.
Now consider the cascade over all possible trees on the
graph G. We substitute (3) into (2), to give
P(c |G) =
∑
T ∈Tc (G)
βq(1 − β)r
∏
(u,v)∈ET
P(u,v |c),
where Tc (G) is the set of all possible connected trees on the
subgraph ofG induced by the nodes in c . Note that in general
we sum over all possible trees, but if the tree is inconsistent
with the observed data then P(c |T ,G) is zero, and hence we
can sum over the trees in the set Tc (G).
Each tree in Tc (G) contains the nodes activated in c , so
q and r are independent of T , and so
P(c |G) = βq(1 − β)r
∑
T ∈Tc (G)
∏
(u,v)∈ET
P(u,v |c). (4)
For a set of independent cascades C occurring onG we have
P(C |G) =
∏
c ∈C
P(c |G).
Equation (4) would naively require the sum over all possi-
ble spanning trees, which can be super-exponential in the
size of G. However, as suggested in [17], Kirchoff’s matrix
tree theorem, extended to directed trees by Tutte [42] al-
lows this calculation in polynomial time in N by exploiting
the properties of the Laplacian matrix of the network. We
provide the theorem below.
3
Definition 1 (Laplacian of directed multigraphs). If
G(V ,E) is a directed graph, we define the Laplacian L as an
n × n matrix with entries:
L(G) =

∑
k wk,i if i = j,
−wi, j if i , j & (i, j) ∈ E,
0 otherwise.
Theorem 1 (Tutte [42]). If graph G has Laplacian L as
defined in Definition (1), then the sum over the weighted trees
of graph G with root at node j is∑
T ∈L(G)
∏
(k,l )∈T
wk,l = det (L(G)r ),
whereT is each directed spanning tree inG and L(G)r is created
by removing the r -th (root node) row and column from L(G).
In our formulation we set wi, j to P(i, j |c). As the trees T
are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), the determinant is upper
triangular and so the adjacencymatrix is the product of the di-
agonals [1]. This simplifies calculation time and storage from
O(N 2) to O(N ) as we only work with the diagonal elements.
3.3 Bayesian Inference
Given a cascade set of cascades C - a set of lists of activa-
tion times of labelled nodes in V we infer a distribution
of graphs conditioned on the occurrence of these cascades.
Mathematically, given the cascade set C we sample from
the distribution P(G |C).
From (4), we have the cascade probability from a graph
P(G |C). From Bayes’ rule we can get the distribution of inter-
est:
P(G |C) = P(C |G)P(G)
P(C) . (5)
We use the basic Metropolis-Hastings MCMC algorithm
to sample from the posterior. At each step we propose a new
graph G ′ from the old graph G using the proposal distri-
bution Q(G ′ |G). The algorithm accepts the move step with
the ratio between the cascade on the new graph to the old
graph with probability:
α = min
(
1, Q(G |G
′)P(G ′)
Q(G ′ |G)P(G)
∏
c ∈C
P(c |G ′)
P(c |G)
)
.
For a single cascade c , we use Theorem 1 and (4) to get
P(c |G ′)
P(c |G) = β
q′−q(1 − β)r ′−r det(L(G
′)n1 )
det(L(G)n1 )
.
Suppose the proposal changes one link (i, j) fromG toG ′. The
number of nodes in the spanning trees |VT | remains constant,
so q′ = q. Assuming ti < tj , if node i is in the cascade dout (i)
Input: C = c1, c2, · · · c |C |
1: Generate G(0)
2: for t = 1...K do
3: Generate G ′ ∼ Q(G ′ |G(t−1))
4: Take G(t ) =
{
G ′, with probability α
G(t−1), with probabiltiy 1 − α .
where α = min
(
1, P (C |G
′)P (G)Q (θ |θ ′)
P (C |G)P (G)Q (θ ′ |θ )
)
5: end for
Algorithm 1: Bayesian inference of networks.
increases when adding a link, and decreases when removing.
Rc = r
′ − r =

+1, if i in c & adding edge,
−1, if i in c & removing edge,
0, otherwise.
This term penalises the addition of edges in the cascade.
This not only promotes the desired sparse networks but also
reduces the probability of edges that didn’t propagate the
cascade as edges are less likely.
A common proposal used when implementing MCMC on
networks is to change a random node pair (i.e. creating a
new edge or removing old edges) [7, 19]. However, in sparse
graphs non-edges are proposed much more often than edges,
and the sampler wastes time proposing new edges that are
likely to be rejected. In order to improve mixing, the “tie
no-tie" (TNT) sampler is often used [7, 22]. The TNT sam-
pler selects with equal probability the set of edges or set of
non-edges, and then swaps a random node-pair in that set.
This improves convergence and aids mixing by proposing
edge removals at a higher frequency, particularly when we
begin our inference from a graph denser than our desired
ensemble. Additionally, trying to remove edges often will
explore different transmission pathways that rely on differ-
ent links in the network. Other proposals, for example edge
flips and switches [10] can also be used.
For the subsequent analysis wewill assume β is known and
show that the network recovery is not sensitive to this choice.
Alternatively we could include β in the inference by assum-
ing a prior and determining the posterior estimate through
a Gibbs’ sampling step. Unfortunately, the sparsity of the
inferred network has dependence on both β andp, and untan-
gling these two parameters independently is difficult under
this model. These parameters could be estimated separately
using other data, perhaps by sub-sampling a small section of
the network or observing similar cascades in a known area
of the network. Nonetheless, we show that, for inference,
results are not greatly affected by the chosen parameters. We
place an Erdős-Rényi prior with parameter p with indepen-
dent edges onG , so P(G ′)/P(G) is easily calculated. This prior
serves as a regularisation term to promote sparse solutions.
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Figure 1: Left: Weighted matrix of estimated posterior edge probabilities. Right: ROC curve of recovered edges
from the posterior in the true network.
Overall the algorithm has two parts: generating the initial
graph with associated probability and the iterative MCMC.
We generate the initial graph by connecting each time or-
dered pair in C . The complexity of the initial graph gener-
ation is O(|Einit |) where |Einit | is the number of edges in
the initial graph. The dominant part of the algorithm is the
MCMC updates of graphs at each time step. The method is
O(K |C |), where K is the number of iterations required for
‘convergence’. Analysis of the graph density, average degree
and clustering of graph samples along theMCMC chainswith
the TNT sampler suggest convergence scales like K ∼ N 2.
4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We test our algorithm on both synthetic to evaluate the effect
the amount of data and the underlying network type has on
performance, and extend this to inference of real networks.
Next we describe the experimental setup.
It is known through work on disease and information
transmissions that the structure of the underlying graph
affects the cascades observed, even when using the same cas-
cade model [18, 45]. Therefore, we use a variety of undirected
random graph models to represent the underlying graph G.
We begin with the canonical Erdős-Rényi (ER) networks and
then extend to more realistic networks with power law distri-
butions using the Forest Fire model [27], core-periphery and
hierarchical structures [9] using Kronecker networks [26].
Cascades are simulated using the IC model with expo-
nential waiting time (α = 1). Intuitively, as the amount of
data increases, i.e., we observe more transmissions or cas-
cades, the inference problem becomes easier. We quantify
the amount of data observed as the fraction, f , of the edges
that are activated in the cascades, i.e., if all edges are acti-
vated at least once f = 1. This metric is inherently linked
to the number of cascades observed, but ensures we do over
count cascades that do not provide new information. In most
simulations we choose β = 0.4, to align with other works,
including NETINF, and to ensure cascades are not too small,
resulting in many cascades that have zero or one transmis-
sion, and not unrealistically large. For the purpose of this
paper we assume that we have good estimates of p and β ,
and show that even a poor estimate does not significantly
impact results. We select random seed nodes uniformly over
the graph to ensure we have good coverage of the network
even when the amount of cascade data is small.
The proposed method provides samples from the distri-
bution of P(G |C), and so a key advantage of this method
is the ability use these to quantify uncertainty and answer
questions about the underlying distribution. Other methods
provide a point estimate, Gˆ, of the underlying graph. De-
spite the limitations of a simple point estimate such as this,
obtaining an estimate from our posterior is useful, at least
for comparison. Due to the high dimensional posterior, we
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cannot guarantee that the maximum a posteriori probability
(MAP) estimate of the graph in our posterior is similar to
the true maximum. Of course, if we were specifically inter-
ested in this point estimate, then other methods using clev-
erly designed optimisation algorithms would be appropriate.
Nonetheless, we would like to be able to get some estimate
of the graph and visualise the results in order to gain some
understanding about the underlying graphs, and compare to
other methods. Therefore, to evaluate the solution quality
we recover the marginal probabilities of the network edges,
qi j = P((i, j) ∈ E |C). This can both provide important uncer-
tainty quantification, and be used as a measure to determine
how well this approximates the true network.
In general edges with high marginal probability are more
likely to have been observed in the true graphG∗. We present
these qi j in a weighted adjacency matrix (Figure 1) and
the most probable edges are used to create an estimate of
the graph. 1
The probabilistic nature of the inference provides the op-
portunity to use skill scores and probabilistic scoring tech-
niques to compare the recovered distribution to the true net-
work. This is qualitatively different to most other approaches
taken previously for this problem, which treat every prob-
lem as a ‘hard’ classification of edge existence. Hence, in
order to compare with other techniques we use the Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves that report the true
positive rate and false positive rate of the method as the
probability threshold varies. For example, Figure 1 shows
the ROC curve for the posterior marginal probabilities for
an undirected 20 node network. We use two summaries of
the ROC curves; the area under the curve (AUC) and the
‘false positive alarm’ to demonstrate the recovery of the true
edges in larger scenarios.
The AUC provides an aggregate measure of classification
performance across all thresholds, and is measured as the in-
tegral of the empirical ROC curve between 0 and 1. The false
positive alarm measures the proportion of true edges cor-
rectly recovered before there are too many incorrect edges.
In many situations false positives are costly, either finan-
cially, e.g., cost of investigating a false claim, or ethically, -
e.g., incorrect convictions. Understanding the uncertainty in
the estimate of the network, or probability of the edge, allows
better decision making and application specific requirements
on certainty. In this case we determine the true positive rate
when 1% of the edges recovered are false positives.
1If there is prior knowledge of the underlying network, such as the degree
distribution, we could find the most probable edge set satisfying these
constraints.
4.1 Synthetic Data Results
We begin by simulating cascades on synthetic networks gen-
erated from a variety of networkmodels to investigate the im-
pact of the amount of data and network type on performance.
4.1.1 Dependence on number of cascades. It is intuitive
that inferring the network becomes an easier problem when
we have observed more data; however, in many scenarios
data is limited. Here we investigate the performance of the
MCMC inference methods with varying amounts of data.
We begin with Erdős-Rényi graphs with n = 100 and
n = 1000 with average degree z = 4 . The ROC curves from
the edge probabilities extracted from the posterior samples
are displayed in Figure 2. NETINF requires the number of
edges e in the resulting graph as an input. To create a com-
parative ROC curve, we report the true and false positive
rates (TPR and FPR) for increasing e and determine ROC
summaries from this.
Figure 2 shows the ROC summaries for the MCMC algo-
rithm and NETINF for varying amounts of observed data. We
observe that the MCMC algorithm performs well with rela-
tively small amounts of data. This is beneficial in many cases
where data may be scarce. When data is limited, the greedy
algorithm used in NETINF does not return the requested
number of edges and so performs poorly. Understandably,
most algorithms perform poorly under the false positive
alarm for small amounts of data; however, when all edges
are observed in at least one cascade (f = 0.99) the MCMC
produces a good false alarm rate of over 40%.
In practice, the underlying network is not known, and
metrics like the false alarm rate cannot be observed. There-
fore, it is difficult to choose how many edges are reliable in
the recovered network. Using the MCMC method, unlike
most other methods, we have quantified the uncertainty of
each edge to inform such decisions when the underlying
network is unknown.
4.1.2 Types of networks. We test the performance of our
inference scheme on different types of networks that display
a variety of properties observed in real world networks. In
this work we use an uninformative Erdős-Rényi prior that
assumes links have an independent probability p to control
the sparsity of the solution. We show that despite this the
algorithm can infer networks of varying types as the data
informs the structure of the underlying graph. We assume
some prior knowledge of the edge density to choose p, but
we show that the exact value has little effect on the network
recovery. In some cases we may have some prior knowledge
of the underlying structure, perhaps the degree distribution,
density or frequency of some motif, which can be incorpo-
rated in an informative prior to improve inference.
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Figure 2: ROC summary metrics for our method (solid lines) and NETINF (dashed) after observing cascades that
cover a proportion f of the edges. The orange curves (dots) show AUC and the blue (crosses) show false positive
rate (blue crosses). Left: n = 100. Right: n = 1000
Table 1: Inference results: N = 1000
Network Type Fraction AUC
Erdős-Rényi 0.9 0.72
Forest Fire 0.9 0.97
Core-Periphery 0.9 0.76
Hierarchical 0.9 0.97
There are considerable differences in the recoverability of
networks of different types. This is largely due to the nature
of the cascades observed. It is well known that the underlying
structure impacts the nature of the cascades simulated us-
ing various cascade models [18, 23]. Even for constant β the
underlying structure of the network has a dramatic impact
on the size distribution of cascades we observe. We simulate
cascades until we observe a constant fraction f = 0.9 of
edges activated in each case. The average size and number of
cascades required to achieve this changes between networks.
For Erdős-Rényi and core-periphery networks it is more
likely that we observe fewer larger cascades covering many
edges; compared to the Forest Fire and hierarchical networks
in which large cascades are unlikely and so we observe many
small cascades. Smaller cascades provide more precise in-
formation about edges as there are less possible paths the
cascade could take, and so we see improved inference on
networks that facilitate a smaller cascades sizes.
4.2 Sensitivity Analysis
There are two parameters used in the inference, the likeli-
hood parameter β and the prior probability p. In the above
analysis these parameters are assumed known, but in real
implementations these will be estimates, βˆ and pˆ respec-
tively. Therefore, it is useful to understand how sensitive our
inference is on the estimates of these parameters.
Recall that β penalises the inclusion of links that cascades
did not propagate through, while p sets the prior probability
of each edge and is used to promote sparse networks. These
two parameters are inherently linked to the number of edges
in graphs of the posterior distribution. However, in practice,
these parameters do not significantly impact inference of
the relative edge frequencies, and so do not impact the scale
invariant AUC significantly. Figure 3 shows the AUC as we
vary the input pˆ and βˆ independently. Other ROC summaries
demonstrate a similar trend. There is a higher sensitivity to pˆ
as the denser graphs recovered at high pˆ values allow multi-
ple transmission pathways, many of which are not observed
in the true underlying network. In general, the parameters
alter density of the networks in the underlying distribution,
but they do not significantly impact the estimated marginal
probabilities of the edges.
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Figure 3: The effects of incorrect parameters on the
inference. We see that incorrect βˆ values (dashed or-
ange) have very little effect on recovery in terms of
AUC. The parameter pˆ (solid blue) is slightlymore sen-
sitive to large deviations from the true value. Vertical
lines show the true p (blue) and β (orange). Other ROC
summaries such as false positive alarm (not shown)
have the same trend.
Table 2: Inference results on Email networks
Network Type N Undirected
edges
Number of
cascades
AUC
Department 1 309 1938 219 0.89
Department 2 169 1045 143 0.93
Department 3 89 973 34 0.74
Department 4 142 833 129 0.95
Entire Network 986 16064 234 0.84
4.3 Experiments on real networks
Next, we evaluate the proposed algorithm on a real world
network of email communications [28] at a European Re-
search Institute. Email networks commonly observe cascades,
for example spam emails, joke emails or event invitations.
We use the real underlying networks and simulate cascades,
with β = 0.2, until 90% of links are activated at least once,
to be consistent with the previous experiment. This is sig-
nificantly less information than used in some other works
[41]. We see that recovery in terms of AUC value can vary
dramatically over the four departments. This is largely due
to the different structures in each department that impact
the properties of the cascades. Department 3 has one gi-
ant component with a high density (∼ 0.2), while the other
departments are clustered with lower density (< 0.1). Re-
covering denser networks is a harder inference problem as
there are many more possible transmission pathways. These
results are significantly better than the NETINF results of
AUC ≈ 0.5 for all departments using the same data.
5 DISCUSSION
Beyond improved performance, particularly when data is
limited, there are many benefits and possible extensions
to a Bayesian approach to this problem. We will discuss
some of these below.
What effect does the prior knowledge give us? A major ben-
efit of Bayesian inference is the ability to incorporate prior
knowledge of all or part of the underlying distribution. If
some of the edges or edge dependencies in the underlying
graph are known, perhaps from prior experiments or partial
observations, this can be incorporated to provide a better
estimate of the other edges. This allows the above method
to be used in missing link inference, when much of the net-
work is known. Alternatively, knowing something about the
degrees of each node can be used to sample graphs with the
given degree sequences or expected degree distributions.
Noise &missingness. There is the potential for inaccuracies
in the measurement of the cascade data. In the above analysis
we assume that there is nomissing data; that is, all activations
are observed and recorded correctly.
There are three main sources of noise:
• Measurement errors: e.g., missing or noisy meaures-
ments - nodes that are activated are not recorded or
recorded incorrectly.
• Unobservable components: e.g., outside influence: nodes
are activated by information from an external source
or node not in our network.
• Model errors: e.g., incubation time does not follow the
assumed exponential distribution.
The Bayesian framework used here provides a natural
way to deal with uncertainty and we can incorporate known
missingness in the model. For instance, it is reasonable to
assume noise in time measures, e.g., t = trecorded + ϵ with
ϵ ∼ Exp(λ). We can infer or make assumptions regarding the
parameter λ, but we must take care if the errors switched
the order of activation.
To incorporate unobservable nodes, many other works
include a ‘source’ node in the network that is connected to all
nodes with some small probability γ that provides external
influence. This parameter could be constant over the network
or depend on the node. Higher дamma values increase the
likelihood of external influence so reduce false negatives
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but increase false positives. With some prior knowledge
we can also estimate γ .
We have modelled the probability a node is activated from
its neighbour as a simple exponential decay. However, this
can be extended to include other distributions as well as
characteristics of the nodes and cascades. For example, node
degree as high degree nodes are potentially less likely to
be influenced by a low degree node or some node similarity
measure (are they ‘politically’ or ‘socially’ similar or produce
similar textual content). Inferring some of these character-
istics of nodes, such as their clustering, from information
diffusion has recently been addressed in [37] and remains an
area of future work. The dependence of social influence and
information flow on the content of the information could
also be investigated and incorporated. There is also evidence
for other distributions of waiting times, such as power-law
with or without an exponential cutoff [17, 33]. These can
easily be incorporated above.
Inferring βuv parameters that are dependent on the link
itself. There have been a number of works [13, 16, 37] infer-
ring the link strength between individuals as a measure of
social influence or social trust using EM algorithms based
on communication patterns. More recently, Bayesian meth-
ods have been applied in this space. Embar et al. [13] use
a Bayesian framework to analytically and empirically infer
link strengths in diffusion processes. The method here could
be straightforwardly extended to include an inference of link
strengths βuv ; however it is likely that much more data is
required to infer strengths and strength distributions rather
than simple adjacencies.
False positives and negatives. The method reports marginal
edge probabilities based on the cascades observed. Highly
probable edges that do not exist inG∗, or conversely edges of
low probability that do, can still be informative. Non-edges
with high probabilities are indicators that these edges pro-
vide alternate pathways through the network or may have
been incorrectly measured in the ground truth. Edges of
low probability may be due to inactivity of the nodes or the
presence of a highly probable edge that promotes the use of
an alternate pathway. The presence or absence of edges in
the posterior distribution tell us about the social influence
pathways present in the network. Even the incorrect clas-
sifications the algorithm makes can be informative when
coupled with uncertainty quantification.
Time varying networks and data. This algorithm assumes
the underlying graph is static and all cascades have been
observed. It is widely understood that networks are time
varying in many cases and often cascades are observed in an
online fashion. Online Bayesian inference methods like se-
quential Monte Carlo present an extension of this algorithm
that can handle streaming data. This stream could come in
two forms: observing a cascade as it progresses over a net-
work or observing a stream of full cascades when each con-
cludes, or even both. Additionally, online methods are capa-
ble of inferring dynamic network structures. As information
is collected from these changing networks online algorithms
will update posterior estimates of the changing network.
Future work. MCMC is known for slow convergence in
high dimensional posteriors and can be memory intensive.
We have shown that despite this accurate and useful re-
sults can be obtained. Other Bayesian inference methods are
designed to combat these shortcomings. Sequential Monte
Carlo, combined with importance sampling would not only
allow online inference as discussed but also provide scope
for more advanced proposals to improve acceptance rates.
Additionally, using an augmented model to allow deviations
from the distribution of interest will improve mixing time
and can be used in conjunction with importance sampling
to return to the correct distribution. Other cascade models
allow for the likelihood to be parallelised over the nodes,
rather than considering the graph as a whole. The approach
can be easily extended to these models and MCMC chains
run in parallel on each node will improve complexity. These
extensions provide exciting areas of future research.
6 CONCLUSION
We have presented an algorithm to infer the posterior distri-
bution of networks that facilitate observed cascades. Despite
the high dimensional posterior basic MCMC methods can
extract useful information and infer network structure based
on samples from the distribution. We also show that uncer-
tainty quantification in networks, specifically when inferring
networks from observed dynamics, has many benefits in not
only the potential to improve informed decision making but
also the ability to understand the complex interaction of
network structures and the dynamics we observe.
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